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Editorial
Quaere verum
Michael Trimble
This year has seen the release of the latest film in the Matrix
series.1 Those familiar with the franchise will know that the
pretext for the narrative is that what we know as reality is, in
fact, a shared computer simulation which has been developed
to keep humanity captive as a biological energy source.
A different take on unreality can be found elsewhere: The
animated film Spider-Man: Into the Spider-Verse2 and its live
action follow up, Spider-Man: No Way Home 3 depend on
multiple parallel versions of reality to sustain their plotlines.
You may think this is simply the stuff of stories rather than
science, but it has supporters in unexpected places. In his
book The God Delusion, biologist Richard Dawkins is happy
to accept a theory of multiple universes 4 including one where
he has a green moustache.5 The idea that we are all living in
a simulation à la the Matrix has also been postulated as a
possibility 6- one that is taken seriously by some influential
individuals. 7
However, most of us probably live our lives according
to the tenets of realism and rely on a certain degree of
common sense. We take it for granted that the chair we sat
on yesterday will bear our weight today. Scottish Common
Sense Realism was a school of philosophy that existed in the
18th and 19th centuries but which has not survived the test of
time. It opposed Descartes’ Theory of Ideas and the extreme
scepticism of David Hume, instead promoting simple realist
belief. Its best known proponent, Thomas Reid, articulated
the theory as follows:
“If there are certain principles, as I think there are, which
the constitution of our nature leads us to believe, and
which we are under a necessity to take for granted in the
common concerns of life, without being able to give a
reason for them — these are what we call the principles
of common sense; and what is manifestly contrary to
them, is what we call absurd.”8
A more modern formulation of realism was proposed by
Roy Bhaskar in his book A Realist Theory of Science.9 He
describes a hierarchy from empirically observed phenomena,
through actual events, and on to the underlying reality. For
Bhaskar, it is as important to focus on the nature of how
things are (ontology) as it is to think about our knowledge
of them (epistemology). The work of science takes theories
regarding the nature of reality as its raw material, seeking to
transform such theories and to improve them. These theories,
and our knowledge of reality, are therefore transitive. Reality
itself is not subject to such change and is therefore termed
intransitive. To be a realist is not to believe that scientific

knowledge is unassailable and immune to change or
challenge. Thomas Kuhn describes the normal business of
science as problem solving within an accepted system10 but
notes that from time to time the very system changes and
undergoes a revolution or paradigm shift.11 Our knowledge
is at best a fair representation of the world but, in general, it
is accepted that the world is real, is constant. Such realities
may be termed brute facts or true truth. We need to take truth
seriously and, for this reason, submissions to this journal are
subject to peer review to ensure standards are maintained.
In the contemporary context, some truths have become
emotionally and politically charged. Stating one’s beliefs can
have consequences. In the academic setting, fears about the
loss of academic freedom and the potential for open debate
have reached such levels that the UK government has thought
to introduce a Bill to protect free speech in universities 12
but even such legislation may not be sufficient if there is
a popular movement among students. This was evident in
the case of analytic philosopher Kathleen Stock. In her book
Material Girls,13 she took a realist approach to biology, as
might be found in current physiology texts.14 Ultimately,
the campaign against her lead to the end of her tenure at the
University of Sussex.15 This in turn became a topic on BBC’s
Question Time. Contributing on the panel was the eminent
reproductive specialist Lord Robert Winston. Somewhat
surprisingly, his statements regarding reproductive biology
were rebuffed by the programme’s host.16 I suspect that most
of us, whatever our area of practice, remember much of the
basic science we were taught at medical school. Although,
it should be noted that the validity of traditional texts has
recently been challenged.17
Knowledge has been described as justified (or warranted),
true belief. For data to become knowledge a knower is
required18 and to that extent all knowledge has a personal
element.19 Some, such as Thomas Kuhn20 and the Ancient
Greek philosopher Protagoras,21 have argued against the
concept of objective truth but their arguments do not hold
water. Whether considering the astronomical models of
Ptolemy and Copernicus,22,23 or the mechanics of Newton
and Einstein24 for one model to be “better” than another, it
must be held to be a more accurate representation of the way
things are, that is, of objective reality. In our quest for truth,
we acknowledge that our theories are often imperfect and, as
in a quote ascribed to Sir William Osler,
In seeking absolute truth, we aim at the unattainable and
must be content with broken portions.25
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Not everyone loves the truth. We need to be mindful of those
who propagate untruth – we live in a world with error,26
lies,27 conspiracy theory28and fraud.29 Before becoming
incorporated to Queen’s College (now Queen’s University)
the Belfast Medical School was part of the Royal Belfast
Academical Institution30 (known locally as Belfast “Inst”).
The school motto was, and still is, Quaere verum (Latin
meaning “seek the truth”). Let me conclude by encouraging
you, in whatever situation you find yourself, to seek the truth.
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The Society needs a Fellow or Member to take over the maintenance of its website (www.ums.ac.uk). This is not an
onerous task and is one which can be done from home. The website has been written directly in html which is not difficult
to learn and the site benefits by the pages being simpler and smaller and therefore faster to load. The structure is stable
and unless the new website manager wishes to rewrite the site, only routine maintenance will be required. This will mostly
be needed before each new lecture season, after the AGM, and after an issue of the Journal has been published.
A brief introduction to writing in html is available from our administrator (administrator@ums.ac.uk) to whom all enquiries
and offers of assistance should be addressed.
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